GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF MINORITY AFFAIRS
LOK SABHA
UNSTARRED QUESTION NO. 785
TO BE ANSWERED ON 06-02-2020

Bengali Linguistic Minority Schools

785. SHRIMATI NUSRAT JAHAN RUHI:

Will the Minister of MINORITY AFFAIRS be pleased to state:

(a) the list of Bengali linguistic minority schools in the country, State-wise;
(b) whether these schools have been provided linguistic Minority Certificates;
(c) if so, the details thereof; and
(d) if not, whether these schools claimed to be linguistic minority in the absence of above certificates and if so, the details thereof?

ANSWER
MINISTER OF MINORITY AFFAIRS
(SHRI MUKHTAR ABBAS NAQVI)

(a) to (d) Linguistic Minorities have not been defined either in the Constitution of India or by the Statute. The working definition followed by the Commissioner for Linguistic Minorities is as follows:-

“Linguistic Minorities are group or collectivities of individuals residing in the territory of India or any part thereof having a distinct language or script of their own. The language of the minority group need not be one of the twenty two languages mentioned in the Eighth Schedule of the Constitution. In other words, linguistic minorities at the State level mean any group or groups of people whose mother tongues are different from the principal language of the State, and at the district and taluka/tehsil levels, different from the principal language of the district or taluka/tehsil concerned.”

State/UT authorities provide the Linguistic Minority certificate to the educational institutions. The details of the Linguistic Profile and Educational facilities provided by the States/UTs have been provided in the 52nd Report of the Commissioner for Linguistic Minorities which is available on the website of the Ministry of Minority Affairs i.e. www.minorityaffairs.gov.in.
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